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Abstract
This research aims to unveil a connection between fake news distribution, readership
demand, and social media networks, in this case, Facebook. In this research, fake news is defined
as “content that is deliberately false and published on websites that mimic traditional news
websites (Johnson and Kelling 2017, p3)”. It is argued that fake news content is not produced at
random, but is tailored to particular political demographics and narratives. Exposure to such
media not only validates ideological positions, it polarizes political beliefs. Furthermore,
Facebook not only acts as an effective distribution medium, but allows individual users to skip
structural filters in information sharing, thus creating a more nebulous and less rigid relationship
between structures and actors in society.
The methodology is multi-disciplinary and includes the creation of two political
narratives, which are then utilized in a content analysis with four fake news articles. Facebook
comment sections underneath these articles are also studied to assess a positive or negative
impact on readers' political beliefs. Finally, user beliefs about fake news and Facebook are
assessed via a twenty-two question questionnaire. Distributed via Facebook, this questionnaire
measures user opinion about the commonality of fake news, levels of media trust & fake news
impact, and structural links between narrative, news, and Facebook as a platform.
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Introduction
The impetus for performing research on fake news arose from my own personal
experiences during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Having just begun the practicum portion
of my Master’s Degree, I returned to my hometown of Dayton, Ohio to search for relevant
internship/work experience. During that I time I took two temporary positions to support myself
and supplement my income; first as a truck loader for United Parcel Service, then as a City
Carrier Assistant with the U.S. Postal Service.
In both work environments, I found myself out my depth socially and politically. At UPS,
the people I worked alongside were hard-working, low-paid, and had similar views of the world.
They seemed to have a general disdain for politics and were more concerned with how they
could get upgraded to full-time work status than discussing political platforms. When I did hear
political speech, it was all in support of then-presidential candidate Donald Trump. The reigning
belief seemed to be that there needed to be a real, radical change in how the world was structured
and that Trump was the person to do it. And at the end of my work shift, despite my education,
politics, and strong opinions, I honestly felt too tired and outnumbered to argue. I could only
listen. I was confused as to where their ‘misguided’ beliefs came from; how could they so
grossly conflict with my own?
Working for the United States Postal service was similar. The election was now in full
swing and I had just completed my employment training. Delivering mail all over the city, I
found myself shocked by the amount of Trump posters I saw on people’s lawns, and the contents
of people’s opinions. It seemed every person I passed had an opinion, liberal or conservative, and
they felt morally obligated to share it with me. I had never been heavily immersed in American
political battles and I found it difficult to reconcile the supposed facts cited to me from various
political spectrums. Not only did they not align with my education, experiences, and perceptions
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of the world, at times they seemingly were not even in the same universe. I came to the sobering
professional realization that, as a budding future Peacebuilder, I couldn't even understand the
narratives and conflicts of my hometown, much less an international stage.
Political polarization had even affected my family. One particular evening, my sister’s
husband, unable to hold his tongue at the table, decided to regale us with a tale of $1 Billion
worth of coffins, owned by FEMA for the purpose of housing dead bodies after the government
releases a virus meant to deal with overpopulation. Throughout the course of the evening, I
attempted to disprove a multitude of seemingly outlandish conspiracy theories, each argument
leading to an exchange of ‘facts’ that neither side of the table would accept as legitimate.
It occurred to me that for all intents and purposes, he and I were each approaching the
conversation as being informed persons listening to the misinformed. His facts contradicted my
facts, and there was a surprising lack of common ground to be found, as we could not even agree
what had happened, much less how something should be interpreted. This revelation, along with
the rocket-like rise in prevalence and notoriety of fake news articles shared via social media (and
the subsequent discussions Facebook users were having in the comments section of the articles)
imparted upon me the desire to look more closely into how social media and fake news link into
the creation of our belief structures and worldviews.
The importance of this research is evident from the controversy of the 2016 Presidential
election, wherein fake news was claimed as a prime influencer of public opinion, and a blatant
source for revenue creation and the spread of manipulative political disinformation. Though the
controversy of the election has largely abated, there still remain fundamental questions as to the
legitimacy and reliability of information disseminated via social networks. With billions of users
worldwide, social media now has the power to influence public opinion and perceptions by
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acting as a distributor of news. Facebook itself can act as a non-moderated forum for the spread
of unverified, biased, or completely fabricated news, facts, and more. Therefore, it is crucial to
understand the relationships between news, social media network, and user, as well as
understanding how one influences the other.
The primary aim of this research document is to explore the relationship between fake
news content spread on Facebook and the political beliefs/narratives held by Facebook users.
Fake news article content will be compared to political narrative descriptions in order to show
that fake news media is not a random phenomenon, but a media type that targets specific
political demographics. Analysis of Facebook users’ comments on these articles will yield
evidence of impact on individual beliefs, and by extension, will yield evidence of political
polarization. Analysis of Facebook user survey data will aid in the creation of a firm
understanding of Facebook’s role in the distribution of fake news, how it enhances access to
readers, and removes obstacles to publishing content. This will then be interpreted through a
theoretical lens to clearly describe the process of fake news dissemination, user interaction, and
the creation of political beliefs through Facebook as a platform.
This research document is composed of several parts. Following this introduction, a
literature review section will set the stage for the research conducted by providing a relevant
background and base knowledge of facts and theories utilized for this research. An inquiry
design & methodology section will describe research procedure in detail, and will establish the
exact research questions guiding the inquiry. A findings and data sets section will build an
outline of data collected in order of: 1) personal narratives, 2) fake news article content
comparison to personal narratives, 3) impact analysis from Facebook user comments on fake
news articles, and 4) Facebook survey results about users’ reactions to fake news on social

4
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media. The discussion section will analyze results, note trends, and directly address the research
questions posited in the methodology section.
Literature Review
Before diving into the complexities of Facebook, fake news, methods of dispersal,
creation, demand, influence, and more, it becomes important to establish a theoretical framework
as to the bindings and workings of social systems. Structuration Theory, created by Anthony
Giddens (1984), posits that societal structure is actually a set of codes of behavior and
knowledge that influence the behavior of individuals and collectives. These structures can be
weakened or strengthened based on individual or collective actions, and can be done radically or
incrementally. In this theory, society exists as an interwoven process wherein individual and
collective actions create/modify structures, and structures create knowledge, beliefs, and rules to
influence acceptable action by individuals (Lewis & Suchan, p.301-302).
Structuration theory argues that social action is the product of social resources (the
amount of people in society that can be mobilized or influenced) and that such action not only
creates social structure and rules, but that the resulting structure affects the methods and abilities
of future social change and the access to social resources. Thus, structure is not only the final
product of social action, but also the framework by which social action occurs (Fuchs 2002, p.
3). “In short, people’s actions reproduce structures, and simultaneously, are guided by them.
(Lewis & Suchan, p.301).”
Structuration Theory seems to apply well to the study of fake news, social media, and
fake news readers. For instance, structuration sees power, or transformative capacity, as the
ability to expend and gather resource for the purposes of changing a social system. Power is
exerted upon society via social actions. Actors commit these actions within the confines of
structure, and these actions, in turn, affect the structure and how power is utilized in future
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action. Certain institutions exist as a part of structure; these are continuous, recurring, and they
permeate society through both space and time. Examples may include governments,
social/financial institutions, religious affiliations, community organizations, and more (Mumme
& Grundy-Warr p. 972-973). For the sake of this research, the definition will be extended to
cover social media networks. Please see Figure 1 below for a chart illustrating this concept.
Figure 1: Visual Representation of Structuration Theory

(Fuchs 2002, p. 14)

The advent of social media created a new paradigm in how people absorb, find, and share
news. An online network with highly accessible publishing systems, social media networks allow
the general public to access, generate, edit, share, and interact with news in real-time (Sharma
and Baoku 2012, p.2-3). In recent years, social media networks have emerged as change agents,
networks for promoting political participation, communicating, mobilizing, and sharing poignant
messages across interconnected friend and acquaintanceship networks. In both size and
influence, social networking sites have become important tools in creating social change. For
example, Facebook, as of August 2017, had over two billion users worldwide, and recent studies
found that up to 61 percent of millennials get their political information from Facebook (Kamau
2017, p. 128). Kamau notes the scope social media in modern society by saying “social media
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now permeate[s] every aspect of society from politics, work, communication habits, news
consumption, to dating, among others (2017, p.131).” With such a large user base and such a
high integration into the lives of its users, social media can be a particularly hazardous forum
wherein fake news or other forms of false information can spread and cause social discord.
Fake news, as a term, first entered public consciousness during the 2016 presidential
election in the United States. Though used in a variety of contexts, an apt definition for fake
news is “content that is deliberately false and published on websites that mimic traditional news
websites (Johnson and Kelling 2017, p3).” Such deceptions can be a simple creation of content
from thin air, or can be a complex manipulation of context and content designed to skew the
original meaning of a real news piece. This can be done for many reasons, including, but not
limited to: deception, profit, education, fraud, to show discontent, to change historical narrative,
or to show alternative political opinions (Rashed et al 2012, p.1071-1072).
Fake news’ spread over social media outlets such as Facebook have been welldocumented, especially during the US 2016 presidential election. Some commentators go so far
as to assert that the outcome of the presidential election would have been different if not for fake
news. They base this assertion off the fact that popular fake news stories were more widely
shared on Facebook than most stories coming from traditional and professional journalism.
Furthermore, many people who see fake news articles report that they believe the articles’
contents, and finally, that the most widely shared and popular Fake News stories favored Donald
Trump over Hillary Clinton (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017, p. 212)
The outcome and perceived legitimacy of the presidential election is outside the scope of
this inquiry, and will not be directly touched upon. However, it is fact that social media can act
as a conduit for the generation and dispersal of fake news, which can affect beliefs and
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behavioral patterns. Facebook users are able to perform a variety of activities like sharing,
commenting, and posting; general participation is done in real-time exposure and dialogue
around current events - fake or otherwise – has immediate impact. These actions have the ability
to reach and mobilize large readerships, rallying them for a specific idea, cause, or agenda
(Kamau 2017, p.131).
Such a massive network of persons bonded together creates a powerful, nearly unregulated,
distribution network for the flow of information. Historically, journalists have acted as gatekeepers of
information for public consumption, ensuring accuracy and relevance so that people could make informed
decisions about the world around them (Johnson & Kelling 2017, p.3). Gate-keeping has traditionally
been an essential media responsibility, and has occurred at all levels of media institutions. Whether a
journalist deciding what to write, a publisher deciding what to publish, or even an individual deciding
content of personal emails/blog posts, the prime purpose of gate keeping is to filter out irrelevant or
inaccurate content (Shabir et al. 2015, p. 591). Please see Figure 2 below for a visual representation of
this process.

Figure 2: Visual Representation of Gatekeeping Theory

(Shabir et al. 2015, p.591)

With this burden comes profound ethical requirements. Facebook, claiming itself as a
technology company, not a news agency, “plays a role similar to that of a news editor, though
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without an editor’s responsibility to verify the information (Johnson & Kelling 2017, p.3).” Such
an environment allows for users to anonymously publish content with no mechanisms to check
the authenticity of their claims, and no consequences for the harm that may be caused (Rashed et
al 2012, p. 1070).” This further enables individuals to go around media gatekeeping, giving
ordinary citizens direct capacity to reach large audiences with a minimal expenditure of effort
and funding (Kamau 2017, p.131).
A result of this lack of media gatekeeping is that fake news can have an immediate and
harmful effect on society. It creates readers with less accurate beliefs about local and world
events. These inaccurate beliefs, polarized and cemented over time, make it difficult to interact
with the outside world, lessening the chance of finding common frames of reference and
lessening the ability to participate in political or social dialogue. These inaccurate or alternative
beliefs may erode trust in legitimate news outlets, making it more of a challenge to tell the
difference between fake news and verified news. Finally, heightened demand for fake news may
even lessen demand for, and revenue to support, independent, ethical, and factual reporting
outlets (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017, p.219).
Inquiry Design & Methodology
This study proceeds with a pragmatic approach to explore the relationship between ‘fake
news' and audiences through inductive research. For the sake of scope, this inquiry was confined
to media disbursed via a single social media platform, Facebook. I am conscious of my own
situated knowledge, which I have obtained as a recipient of news, and as an avid user of
Facebook. I am also conscious of my own left-leaning political beliefs and have been careful to
ensure my research and methodology promotes the creation of a well-rounded and non-partisan
document. My research questions are as follows:
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1. Does the existence of far-left or far-right narratives create a demand for fake
news?
2. How does fake news affect political and social narratives?
3. What role does Facebook have in the production, demand, and dispersal of
fake news, and how does it affect political polarization?
4. How can Structuration Theory aid in understanding Facebook’s role in the
production of fake news and its effects on political polarization?
For the sake of scope, inquiry focus is primarily on the third question, with the other three
questions being addressed in a more tertiary manner. I employ a mixed methodology dealing
with both quantitative and qualitative data, wherein I attempt to answer the questions above by
placing actors and structures within the Structuration framework provided above. My data
collection methods followed three basic forms, designed so that each data collector should act as
support and scaffolding for the following datasets.
The three forms are as follows:
1. Narrative Creation and Article Content Analysis
I began my inquiry by finding two distinctly different political narratives, one conservative
leaning, and one liberal leaning. I then compared the content of these narratives to examples of
fake news stories, in the belief that fake news articles were not created at random, but were
tailored for a particular narrative demographic. In their book, The Practice of Qualitative
Research, Hesse-Biber & Leavy (2011) note that content analysis can be used to effectively
study representations of current or historical events, particularly those in mass media. Analyzed
content can be used to compare coverage, information presented, and to answer content-driven
research questions (p.228-229). In this particular case the aim was to effectively study events that
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did not happen, and to answer the question: for whom were these articles created, and how well
were they crafted for their audience(s)?
2. Case studies on narratives and media stories using Facebook Engagement
Building from the data above, my analysis focused on codifying and measuring how people
reacted to or were influenced by fake news stories. Utilizing the same articles, whose content I
compared to my fabricated political narratives, I further began to examine public facing
information such as likes, shares, and comments. Luckily, the website Buzzfeed.com publicly
lists the total amount of shares, likes, and reactions to these particular news articles (Silverman
2016). I, however, was also interested in the content of the comments and reactions to these
articles.
I thus attempted to measure an article’s impact by codifying Facebook user comments along
a spectrum of positive transitive (agreed with story and noted something to show further
influence on world view), positive non transitive (agreed with article, but no sign of further
narrative creation), negative transitive (disagreed with article, and noted further polarization
away from topic), negative non transitive (disagreed with article, but did not show polarizing
speech), neutral non – transitive (no opinion/polarization shown), and other (unrelated/unable to
codify). Utilizing this frame, I established a mean figure of support or non-support for a given
article. A visual representation of this classification scheme can be seen in Figure 3: Facebook
Comment Impact Codification Spectrum.1

1

Figure 3: Facebook Comment Impact Codification Spectrum – p.12
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Figure 3: Facebook Comment Impact Codification Spectrum

Positive
Transitive

Positive
NonTransitive

Neutral
(nontransitive)

Negative
NonTransitive

Negative
Transitive

Other

3. Questionnaire:
Thirdly and finally, I wanted to ascertain user opinions about the frequency, impact, and
demand for fake news, and their own reactions when they encounter what they believe to be fake
news on social media. I sought to obtain this information through the distribution of a 22
question survey, which I created through the website Survey Monkey, and distributed via my
own Facebook social and professional networks2. For added variety, I temporarily joined and
distributed my questionnaire in various political debate forums, looking for those with high
memberships and diverse participants. I asked respondents to complete and share the
questionnaire in hopes of a snowball effect, wherein the questionnaire would spread to various
friend and association groups. In total, I received 89 responses within one week. I closed the
survey after one week due to response stagnation, and because I felt I had a sufficient size
sample for analysis.
Analysis focused on gaining a quantitative understanding of the commonality of fake
news, the importance of fake news as a social concern, understanding how people react to fake
news, and their ability to identify fake news. Percentages of responses were obtained and
analyzed to see if numerically, a mixed population’s experience with fake news and Facebook

2

See Appendix 3: Facebook Questionnaire with Answers
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supports or disproves an application of a structuration model to understanding the rise of fake
news.
Possible Validity Issues
There are three primary challenges to the validity of this research. Though I have
attempted to mitigate any negative effects these challenges would have had on data validity, I
suggest they be kept in mind throughout the Data Findings and Discussions sections of this
research
1. Limitations of Survey Sample
Though I dispersed the questionnaire over Facebook, which boasts a wide user base
encompassing many demographics in terms of age, race, gender, and political affiliation, there
was no guarantee that the sampling would not be overly skewed towards one demographic over
another. In my literature review, it became known to me that one of the effects of social media
can be the creation of political/social bubbles, wherein your friend or group connections
generally promote or reinforce your own worldviews (Johnson & Kelling 2017, p. 12). Also, I
could not guarantee my questionnaire would be shared or filled out by Facebook users. I was at
the mercy of how others spend their spare time, and in this case, my positionality could literally
have affected the scope of my research data.
Such a challenge dictated a need to be introspective about my own beliefs and to devise a
methodology to ensure I was reaching target audiences outside of my own bubble of friends and
associates. Thus, I sought out a variety of larger membership groups (both political and social in
nature) in order to increase the variety and size in my possible populations of sampling.
Despite my best efforts, data collection was slightly skewed in demographics, with over
65% percent of recipients being female, over 80% being in possession of a university or higher
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education, and 70% being non-Hispanic/White ethnicity. Respondents tended to be liberal
leaning, with only 8 of 89 persons listing themselves as ‘conservative’ or ‘very conservative’.
2. Prejudice towards Fake News
Due to my own political and educational backgrounds, I see fake news in a negative light,
and therefore could easily alienate potential sampling of groups or individuals who choose to
partake in this research. If I am attempting to treat fake news as a medium with a target audience,
demand, and narrative-based value for certain demographics, then I must treat it with a base level
of respect and objectivity.
This particular challenge necessitated the need to be aware of my questionnaire’s
wording and content to ensure that I am not creating a design bias towards fake news. I have
attempted to give a compelling, but fair argument in my literature review.
3. Stereotyping and the Limitations of Narrative Creation
Though this research, and its author, set out to create two distinct narratives, one
conservative in nature, the other progressive, it is essential to understand that these are merely
two extremes on a political and social spectrum that is not always linear, and is often multilayered in its intersectionality between race, gender, economic status, political views, and more.
While the creation of certain narratives may aid in research to assess markets and create
comparisons with fake news themes, it can, if not presented correctly, result in the creation of
straw-man stereotypes that not only insult others, but also weaken research legitimacy.
This particular challenge stressed the need to be open about the reasoning for why I chose
to establish certain narrative types, and to explicitly note that these narratives are for the purpose
of research and comparison and are not meant to be ironclad identifiers of various socio-political
movements. For that reason, the narrative sections themselves contain disclaimers to ensure that
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anyone viewing this research will understand these are myriad parts of the American narratives
that were chosen for ease of comparability and scope
Findings & Data Sets
Finding and Data Sets is comprised of four distinct sections. The first, Political Narrative
and the Deep Story, set forth two distinct political narratives, one liberal in nature, and one
conservative. These narratives create a basis for comparison and content analysis and deep
understanding of the deep emotions and beliefs contained in individual narratives. The second,
Content Analysis Data Set: Fake News & Political Narratives, shows direct analyses of fake
news article content, and describes how its composition appeals to and markets these political
narratives. The third section, Facebook Activity Data Set: Fake News & Influence on
Readership, measures the impact reading these articles (or for some persons simply the headline)
has on Facebook users’ beliefs. Finally, the Questionnaire Responses Data Set shows how users
react to Facebook news when they encounter it, and measures the size and scope of fake news in
individuals’ use of social media.
Political Narratives and the Deep Story
For the sake of understanding fake news content and its readership demographics, it
becomes important to research and create two broad political narratives, one liberal, and one
conservative. These narratives have been created from existing political literature, and aim to
create an in-depth narrative that fake news writer may try to target with biased or false articles.
Rather than attempt to simply list a range of beliefs considered to be conservative or liberal, it is
more helpful to provide a narrative that is rich in feeling and symbol; a deep story. Later, these
deep stories will be compared to actual fake news articles to ascertain if the content of those
articles align vindicate or ignore these narratives.
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Arlie Russell Hochschild aptly posits the existence of a deep story, that is, a narrative that
exists beneath stated beliefs, political affiliations, and individual perceptions of true or false. The
deep story is comprised of the feelings and symbols and shared experiences that make up the
core of a group identity. Hochschild (2016) states that the deep story “permits those on both
sides of the political spectrum to stand back and explore the subjective prism through which the
part on the other side sees the world. And I don’t believe we understand anyone’s politics, right
or left, without it. For we all have a deep story (p. 135).”
Narrative 1 – The American Right: Waiting in Line for the American Dream
DISCLAIMER: This narrative is not all-encompassing. It has been created for research
comparison and is limited. It does not attempt to touch the rich intersectionality and spectrum of
American socio-political narratives or movements.
Continuing with a concrete study of the American Conservative Right, Hochschild
"constructed this deep story to represent – in a metaphorical form – the hopes, fears, pride,
shame, resentment, and anxiety in the lives of those I talked with (2016, p. 135).” In her book,
Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right, Hochschild uses the
metaphor of waiting in line to describe the narrative of the American conservative. Imagine
yourself waiting in line for access to the American dream; you, a white Christian from a
somewhat aging demographic quietly wait in line, weary from a life of hard work, but soon due
your rewards. Other people stand behind you in line, for example people of color or the
uneducated. You sympathize with their troubles, but you've worked hard and suffered for your
place in line, you deserve your rewards. However, it seems the line is not moving; you're making
less money than before; you're being told your religious, social, and political views are outdated.
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You wait in line and work for your place in society, but the line is moving and changing without
your consent (Hochschild 2016, p. 136-137).
Everywhere you look now you see your position under attack. Those people once behind
you in line are being waved ahead of you at the behest of the government. There are no jobs to
replace the positions you once had, but affirmative action and welfare gives those behind you the
chance to cut in line. “These opportunities you’d have loved to have had in your day – and either
you should’ve had them when you were young, or the young shouldn’t have them now. It’s not
fair (Hochschild 2016, p. 137).”
You’ve lost your place in the world. You look to your profession for validation, but
wages and hours have gone down and the cost of living has up. You’re sick of complaints of
racism and sexism from mainstream media, while at the same time you are portrayed as stupid,
bigoted, and lazy. Every day it becomes harder for you to have a voice, and your identity is
under attack. If you’re proud to be white, you’re racist, proud to be male - sexist, proud to be
Christian - zealot. You are old and wise, but people only care about the young. Your
demographic is shrinking, but no one cares. Those who were once behind you in line now
brazenly cut in front of you, while your shouts of fairness are mocked and ignored. “Working
class whites are now regularly portrayed as moronic, while blacks are often hyper-articulate,
street smart, and rich (Hochschild 2016, p 144).”
Conservative elements feel betrayed by the government and media, and look to the free
market for solace. For you, the real conflict is not against the rich or the factories, but rather
against the lazy people at welfare office who refuse to work. You want an honest pay for an
honest day's work, and you do not want to lose that pay to taxes that pay for someone else to sit
at home all day. The Federal Government, immigrants, and welfare families are skipping places
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in line; they do not work for what they have. They steal it from you (Hochschild 2016, p. 148151).
Narrative 2 – The American Left: Certain of the Moral High Ground
DISCLAIMER: This is narrative is not all-encompassing. It has been created for research
comparison and is limited. It does not attempt to touch the rich intersectionality and spectrum of
American socio-political narratives/movements.
Vox Magazine’s Emmit Rensin, in his article The smug style in American liberalism,
paints a picture of the American liberal as having an ideology that is “predicated on the belief
that American life is not divided by moral difference or policy divergence — not really — but by
the failure of half the country to know what's good for them (2016).” Rensin continues to define
liberals as a two-layered movement, its supporters comprised of immigrants, persons of color,
the disenfranchised, and the professionals and elites.
As a liberal, he posits, there are things you know and take to be unchallengeable truths.
Liberal know more, and you recognize each other through your knowing. You know that rural
poor voters vote against their own interest. You know that you are more likely to shoot yourself
with a gun than an intruder, and that gun ownership should be limited. You know that those who
disagree with your view of the world are mistaken; they’ve been lied to and tricked and cannot
think for themselves anymore. Why else would they abandon you in your righteous fight for
inclusion, social welfare, and equality? Do they not know that you know what is best? (Rensin
2016)
Thomas Edsall expands on these principles, noting that they are populated by ideals of
universal freedom, promotion of diversity and multiculturalism, maintenance of separate
lifestyles, free speech (even if considered pornographic or profane), and restriction of
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government ability to intervene in moral choices (2017). Business Insider’s Josh Burro adds to
the narrative by noting that liberals support immigrants’ rights, favor legalizing marijuana, and
oppose forcing transgender individuals to conform to an outdated male-female bathroom
division. Despite their knowledge of right and wrong, liberals do not understand why more
people do not vote in line with their beliefs, and the why the majority of lower middle-class
voters vote conservative. "Democrats believe their economic agenda should appeal to people
with lower incomes, yet income has become a poor predictor of partisan alignment. Democrats'
substantial inroads with upscale suburban voters have been more than offset by the loss of voters
down the income spectrum, most of whom did not finish college (Barro 2017).”
Content Analysis Data Set: Fake News & Political Narratives
This section analyzes four different fake new articles’ content and create a comparison
with the above political narratives. An attempt is made establish whether or not the articles’
contents is congruent with one of the narrative types above. The below fake news articles were
chosen from Buzzfeed.com’s Here Are 50 Of The Biggest Fake News Hits On Facebook From
2016 (Silverman 2016) and Here Are 50 Of The Biggest Fake News Hits On Facebook From
2017 (Silverman, Lytvynenko, & Pham 2017). The websites not only included the article titles,
but data about Facebook user likes and shares.
Text Analysis 1: “Obama Sign Executive Order Banning the Pledge Of Allegiance In Schools
Nationwide”
Distributed around the time period of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Obama Signs
Executive Order Banning The Pledge of Allegiance In Schools Nationwide was created on fake
news site abcnews.com.co in an attempt to falsely portray itself as mainstream media outlet ABC
News. The article claims that then President Barack Obama signed an executive order making it
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illegal for schoolchildren to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, and that infractions could be
punished by a $10,000 fine or one year in prison. Reasons for the supposed ban are that it is not
inclusive of non-Christian faiths and that reciting the pledge on a daily basis is “contrary to
America’s deepest values (“Obama Sign Executive Order Banning The Pledge Of Allegiance In
Schools Nationwide” 2016).”
Analysis of article content and comparison to the above narrative shows that this
particular article was written to incense and inflame conservative audiences. The fake executive
order is presented not only as a blatant attack on Christian morals, it is also shown as a massive
overstepping of government authority. Through fake interviews in the article, Obama is
negatively referred to as a Muslim, the creator of ISIS, and a man who wants to weaken the
youth of America. Furthermore, Obama supporters are shown to be atheists who accuse
Christians of indoctrinating youth. Obama is referred to as an “illegitimate Muslim traitor”, and
his action is seen as irreversible and authoritarian (“Obama Sign Executive Order Banning The
Pledge Of Allegiance In Schools Nationwide” 2016).
Text Analysis 2: “Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump For President, Releases
Statement”
Distributed around the time period of the 2016 presidential election, Pope Francis Shocks
World, Endorses Donald Trump For President, Releases Statement was created on fake news
site wtoe5news.com, in an attempt to falsely portray itself as a local news outlet. The article
claims that Pope Francis had made the previously unheard of decision to endorse a U.S.
presidential candidate, in this case, Donald Trump. The Pope cites his incredulity at the FBI’s
lack of prosecution of Hillary Clinton as a primary cause of his decision to support Trump. He
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further claims that the American government is corrupt and does not work (Pope Francis Shocks
World, Endorses Donald Trump For President, Releases Statement” 2016).
Analysis of article content and comparison to the above narrative shows that this
particular article is being written to resonate with conservative audiences, and to influence them
to support Trump in the U.S. presidential election. Common themes include: Christianity (in this
case the use of a leading religious authority) and the vindication of the belief that the U.S.
government is corrupt, broken, and betraying the interests of its people. Therefore, it must be
brought down and a new type of candidate must be selected. In the article, the Pope supposedly
stated “I feel that voting against the powerful political forces that have corrupted the entire
American federal government is the only option for a nation that desires a government that is
truly for the people, and by the people (Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump For
President, Releases Statement” 2016). The message is clear, if not heavy-handed.
Text Analysis 3: “Man Arrested After Police Find 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers With
’Black Lives Matter’ Carved Into Skin”
Distributed in July 2016, Man Arrested After Police 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers
With “Black Lives Matter” Carved Into Skin was posted on fake news site Empire Herald, a
website rife with fake news stories. In this article, police responding to a call of suspicious
activity found an African-American male resident in possession of 19 female bodies in his body,
and one living kidnapping victim. Under the influence of drugs and living with his grandmother,
the man had bloody saws in his kitchen and multiple coolers in his basement to contain the
bodies. The bodies had been beheaded, and the words "Black Lives Matter" had been carved into
the victims' foreheads ("Man Arrested After Police Find 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers
With “Black Lives Matter” Carved Into Skin” 2016).
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Analysis of article content and comparison to the above narrative shows that this
particular article is being written to incense and inflame conservative audiences, particularly
white conservative audiences. The murderer is a modern-day racist stereotype: the unemployed,
drug addicted black man who lives with his mother (in this case grandmother) and preys on
helpless white women. It's racist, sexist, and strikes fear into the heart of white rural populations.
Further incendiary is the words "Black Lives Matter" carved into their heads. Black Lives
Matter, as a movement, stands against white-supremacy and is often vocal of aggressions (both
macro and micro) committed against persons of color. They are in some cases considered an
ideological opposite of right conservative movements.
Text Analysis 4: “Trump Orders the Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by Obama”
Distributed in January 2017, Trump Orders the Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by
Obama was posted on fake news site realnews?rightnow.com. The article posits that President
Trump decided to undo the damaging and flawed policies of the Obama administration. One of
the mistakes of the last administration was, apparently, the pardoning of 16 turkeys, a timehonored tradition occurring every Thanksgiving day. " After reviewing the decisions made by
the previous administration, President Trump has determined that a number of turkey pardons
issued by Barack Obama were done so in a manner that was both deceitful and hazardous to the
American people ("Trump Orders the Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by Obama” 2016).
Analysis of article content and comparison to the above narrative shows that this
particular article is being used to incense and entertain liberal audiences, who find Trump's
policies and positions to be ridiculous in nature. A mockery of the President Trumps propensity
to blame former administrations for his own lack of success, the article sheds a joking light of
distrust onto the actions of the past president and his pardoning of these turkeys. "There are a lot
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of questions we don't have the answers to. Were they connected to radical Islamic terrorism?
Black Lives Matter extremists? We can't be sure… All we know is they were sentenced to death
and Obama took it upon himself to meddle in the independent judicial process. ("Trump Orders
the Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by Obama” 2016)”
Facebook Activity Data Set: Fake News & Influence on Readership3
As the above article analyses seem to suggest a link between fake news authorship and
readership. Articles are being drafted with particular narratives and demographics in mind, and
not at random. Thus, the next important measurement is that of impact on the reader. Utilizing
the classification system outlined in the methodology section of this paper4, I classified Facebook
user comments on the basis of belief in the content, and on indicators of that belief polarizing
further. Positive Transitive shows not only agreement with the subject matter, but that the subject
matter is further adjusting a worldview. Positive shows merely general agreement, but lacks
severity of reaction and further comment to establish worldview. Neutral is often defined by
questioning if the article is true. Negative shows general disagreement, and Negative Transitive
shows extreme disagreement coupled with a changing world view, usually a polarization that
readers must be uninformed if they can believe the content. Other content contains unrelated
emoticons or tagging of friends to read the article. Analysis of comment content will create a
concrete measure of just how much impact fake news has the on Facebook users who come into
contact with it.
DISCLAIMER: This section includes individual Facebook user comments. They are intended to
illustrate respondent opinions in as honest a manner as possible. Language may be

3
4

Appendix 1: Fake News Comments with Codifications
Figure 3: Facebook Comment Impact Codification Spectrum – p.12
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inflammatory. Grammatical/Spelling mistakes have been left to preserve the commentary’s
original meaning(s).
Influence Analysis 1: “Obama Sign Executive Order Banning The Pledge Of Allegiance In
Schools Nationwide”
Obama Signs Executive Order Banning The Pledge Of Allegiance In Schools Nationwide

# of Comments
Percentage

Positive
Transitive
38
38.00%

Positive
26
26.00%

Neutral
2
2.00%

Negative
22
22.00%

Negative
Transitive
10
10.00%

Other Total
2
100
2.00%

Buzzfeed.com notes this article as having 2,177,000 total shares, comments, and
reactions on Facebook (Silverman 2016). A sampling of 100 publicly published comments was
taken from below the article and the results yielded that 38% of those who commented under the
article were influenced in support of conservative based narratives, while 10% were influenced
away from those narratives. 26% agreed with the content, and 22% disagreed with the content. In
this particular instance of fake news, a majority of commenters, 64%, showed agreement with
the ideas and beliefs posited in the article. One respondent, whose comment was labeled positive
transitive, wrote “The sooner we get him out of the White House the better for our country! Let’s
don’t bring in his pal Hil[ary Clinton] as I believe she would make things worse for America.
They want us to forget everything our country stands for and all the men and women who made
it possible for us to have this great nation!” Another respondent, labeled negative transitive,
wrote “It is sad to me… I immediately knew this was ludicrous and not true. Figured there would
be many who jump on this train!”
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Influence Analysis 2: “Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump For President,
Releases Statement”
Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump For President, Releases Statement

# of Comments
Percentage

Positive
Transitive
13
17.11%

Positive
37
48.68%

Neutral
12
15.79%

Negative
11
14.47%

Negative
Transitive
1
1.32%

Other Total
2
76
2.63%

Buzzfeed.com notes this article as having 961,000 total shares, comments, and reactions
on Facebook (Silverman 2016). A sampling of 76 publicly published comments was taken from
below the article and the results yielded that 17.11% of those who commented under the article
were influenced in support of conservative based narratives, while 1.32% were influenced away
from those narratives. 48.68% agreed with the content, and 14.47% disagreed with the content.
In this particular instance of fake news, a majority of commenters, 65.79%, showed agreement
with the ideas and beliefs posited in the article. One respondent, whose comment was labeled
positive transitive, wrote "Didn't see that one coming! Bet we hear NOTHING about that on tv.
Unless we watch OANN! [One America News Network]” Another respondent, the lone negative
transitive, wrote “So many people are just plain ignorant! They jump on someone’s bandwagon
and off they go, with violent protests, etc. They have NEVER listened to Trump for themselves
and have just become Hilary’s puppets…”
Influence Analysis 3: “Man Arrested After Police Find 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers
With “Black Lives Matter” Carved Into Skin”
Police Find 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers With "Black Lives Matter" Carved Into Skin

# of Comments
Percentage

Positive
Transitive
27
27.00%

Positive
19
19.00%

Neutral
18
18.00%

Negative
24
24.00%

Negative
Transitive
10
10.00%

Other Total
2
100
2.00%
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Buzzfeed.com notes this article as having 525,000 total shares, comments, and reactions
on Facebook (Silverman 2016). A sampling of 100 publicly published comments was taken from
below the article and the results yielded that 27% of those who commented under the article were
influenced in support of conservative based narratives, while 10% were influenced away from
those narratives. 19% agreed with the general content, and 18% disagreed with the content. In
this particular instance of fake news, a minority of commenters (but still significant amount),
46%, showed agreement with the ideas and beliefs posited in the article. One respondent, whose
comment was labeled positive transitive, wrote "More of the insanity of the Black Lives Matter
movement. When will they understand that black lives don’t matter any more than white lives.
They are a racially motivated terrorist organization whose only agenda is to create
violence…”Another respondent, labeled negative transitive, wrote “The racist hatred in some of
you is amazing. This is not true and you really need to check your moral values.”
Influence Analysis 4: “Trump Orders the Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by Obama”
President Trump Orders the Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by Obama

# of Comments
Percentage

Positive
Transitive
19
30.65%

Positive
20
32.26%

Neutral
7
11.29%

Negative
12
19.35%

Negative
Transitive
2
3.23%

Other Total
2
62
3.23%

Buzzfeed.com notes this article as having 914,429 total shares, comments, and
reactions on Facebook (Silverman, Lytvynenko, & Pham 2017). A sampling of 62 publicly
published comments was taken from below the article and the results yielded that 30.65% of
those who commented under the article were influenced in support of liberal based narratives,
while 3.23% were influenced away from those narratives. 32.26% agreed with the general
content, and 19.35% disagreed with the content. In this particular instance of fake news, a
majority of commenters, 62.90%, showed agreement with the ideas and beliefs posited in the
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article. One respondent, whose comment was labeled positive transitive, wrote “This is proof that
Mr. Trump is trying to get rid of anything President Obama has done, proving how jealous he is
of the true best President ever. Sorry Donald you can never be anywhere near the man you are so
jealous of.’ Another respondent, labeled negative transitive, wrote “Humor is good considering
what we as Americans are dealing with every day that POS is still in the Whitehouse.! I am
afraid if trump sees this he will actually have those Turkeys killed.”
Influence Analysis: Cumulative Influence
Figure 4: Pie Chart Showing Cumulative Influence for All Four Fake News Articles
NARRATIVE INFLUENCE - ALL ARTICLES
Negative
Transitive

Other
Positive
Transitive

Negative

Neutral
Positive

# of Comments
Percentage

Positive
Transitive
97
28.70%

Positive
102
30.18%

Neutral
39
11.54%

Negative
Negative Transitive
69
23
20.41%
6.80%

Other
8
2.37%

Total
338

Combining respondent numbers for all four articles, it becomes apparent that the majority
of those who comment on fake news articles believe the content of what they are reading, even if
some comments it becomes apparent that respondents have read no further than the article’s
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headline. With a total of 4,577, 429 shares, reactions, and comments, these articles together have,
in theory, affected the opinions of nearly 29% of their readership, with another 30% agreeing
with the content in general. 11.54% of commentators were labeled as neutral, usually asking if
the article was true or not. 20% of commentators did not believe the content, while nearly 7%
were influenced negatively against the content of the text and were certain of the idiocy of those
who wrote positive comments. A negligible 2.37% of respondents tagged friends or posted
unrelated emoticon images and were thus labeled as other.
Questionnaire Responses Data Set5
A 22 question survey was sent out via Facebook networks and circulated for one week. In
that time, it amassed 89 responses. After that time the survey was closed due to response
stagnation, and the fact that a sufficient sample size had been gathered for analysis. The structure
and design of the questionnaire were set to measure perceived commonality of fake news,
perceived effects of fake news, and see if users perceive a structural link between fake news,
political narratives, and Facebook as a social platform. For that reason, data sets and analysis
follow in those categories.
DISCLAIMER: This selection includes individual survey respondent comments. They are
intended to illustrate respondent opinions in as honest a manner as possible. Language may be
inflammatory. Grammatical/Spelling mistakes have been left as to preserve the original meaning
of the commentary.
Demographics
Age demographics found most respondents to be between 24 and 54 years of age. 42.7%
of respondents listed themselves as between the ages of 24 and 35, with another 33.71% listing

5

See Appendix 3: Facebook Questionnaire with Answers
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themselves as between 36 and 54 years of age. 14.61% of respondents were aged 55+, 7.87%
were between 18 and 23 years of age, and one person preferred not to disclose. Persons under the
age of 18 were not allowed to fill out the questionnaire due to concerns over legal consent and
possible vulnerability.
Gender demographics skewed female, with about 2/3 of respondents (66.17%)
identifying as female, and 31% male. 2 persons (2.25%) listed themselves as Androgynous, and
1 person (1.12% preferred not to disclose. Other options were offered, but gained zero responses.
Ethnic composition was overwhelming White/Caucasian (74.16% of respondents),
followed by African – American/Back at 5.62%. 1.12% of respondents chose Latinx/Hispanic,
2.25% preferred not to disclose. 1 respondent identified as Native American, and 5 persons
(5.61%) identified as some form of Asian (the questionnaire broke Asian down into 3 fields
“East Asian”, “South Asian”, and “Southeast Asian”). 10.11% of respondents labeled themselves
as biracial, with responses ranging from “Biracial” to “Mexican/Irish/Native American”.
Education levels were highly skewed towards upper education, with over 84% of
respondents possessing a Bachelor’s Degree or higher. 44.94% of respondents had Bachelor’s
Degrees, with another 39.33% of respondents having Master’s Degree, and an additional 5% of
recipients listing themselves as having PhDs. or above. 6.74% of respondents only completed
high school, 1.14% preferred not to disclose, and 1.14% listed themselves as other (working on
an associate’s degree).
Political viewpoints were more liberal than conservative with Liberal (41.18%) and Very
Liberal (21.57%) viewpoints totaling 62.75% of respondents. Conservative (6.86% - 7 persons)
and Very Conservative (0.98% - 1 person), in contrast, accumulated 7.84% of respondents.
29.41% of respondents identified as Independent. Additional comments to the survey showed
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either an aversion to the labeling system of Liberal and Conservative, or an aversion to the U.S.
two-party system. One commenter noted, "Mostly I try to ignore politics and news because it's
disheartening and pointless. Voting only divides the two-party system and fails to result in
anything but more suffering. You have 2 choices, vote one of two parties' endorsed candidates
regardless of how terrible they are, or throw your vote away by voting your heart (writing in) and
let the opponent's party win. It's disgusting and I really feel like there's no point in trying
anymore."
Survey participants primarily were current residents of the United States, with 89.89%
claiming to reside in the U.S. at this point in the time. The remaining 10.11% note residency in
Japan, Korea, Kazakhstan, Jordan, UK, Burma, Australia, Senegal, and Spain.
Despite active attempts to engage a broad variety of populations in this survey, statistics
show the average respondent to be an educated white female from the United States in her mid20s to mid-30s. She would have had a university education, and would be considered a Liberal in
terms of political association.
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Commonality of Fake News
Figure 5: Commonality of Fake News (84 Respondents)

Eighty-four respondents found that fake news is a common occurrence on Facebook, with
27 respondents (31.14%) seeing fake news articles every day, and 21 respondents (25%) seeing
fake news a few times a week. 7 respondents (8.33%) see fake news about once a week, while
11 respondents (13.10%) see fake news a few times a month. 3 respondents (3.57%) see fake
news once a month, and 6 respondents (7.14%) see fake news less than once a month. 9
participants (10.71%) listed themselves as Other. Comments in the Other field ranged from “I
have never seen it as I did not pay attention to fake news in Facebook.” to “I’m not sure how
often I see it because I don’t check the sources of every article that comes up in my newsfeed.”
Respondents identified multiple types of formats that fake news content can take. Of the
84 respondents, 80.95% have witnessed news articles as a source of fake content. 72% have
encountered memes/captioned photos, 64.29% have witnessed videos, 51.19% have encountered
blogs, and 46.3% have witnessed fake news directly from a text of someone’s personal Facebook
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status. 5.95% of respondents (5 people) have stated that they have not seen fake news of any
kind on Facebook.
Respondents identified a distinct difference between fake news and so-called
‘mainstream media'. A significant majority of respondents defined fake news with notes that it
contains bias, lies, and falsehoods. Other notes included a lack of thorough research, an attempt
to imitate legitimate journalism, and fictitious or misleading. It has also been noted as a reflexive
way of dismissing news one does not agree with. Mainstream Media, on the other hand, was
noted by a majority of respondents with the following description: “Mainstream media refers to
reputable news organizations that meet journalistic standards. Typically these are organizations
that are recognizable to the average person. (E.G. Fox, NBC, CBS, ABC, CNN, New York
Times).”
When asked how easily they could identify fake news, 17.8% of respondents said they
could identify fake news very easily, and 36.9% said they could do so somewhat easily. 4.76%
said it is somewhat difficult to identify fake news, and 3.57% admitted that it was very difficult
to identify fake news. 35.71% of respondents indicated that their ability to tell the credibility of
an article was largely dependent on the article itself. One person, listed under Other, noted that if
an article “sounded too good to be true” it was liberal news, and if it “sounded whack” it was
conservative fake news.
When asked what they would look for when attempting to discern the credibility of a
news story, the average respondent replied that the source and their reputation was the most valid
indicator of reputability. They also note the importance of "Googling it" to see who else is
sharing or distributing the information, and to check for bias. Finally, they note the use of
personal judgment and "does it sound too outlandish?”
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Media Trust & Fake News Impact
Respondents, when asked to rate their levels of trust in various media outlet types, and to
measure their concern (or lack thereof) from 1 to 5, provided the following results:
Figure 6 : Respondent Rating Averages on a Scale of 1 (Lowest) to 5 (Highest)
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Your level of trust Your level of trust
in established
in established
mainstream liberal
mainstream
leaning media
conservative
outlets.
leaning media
outlets.

Your level of trust
Your level of
The effect Fake
The effect Fake
in media outlets
News has on
News has on your
concern (if any)
that have been with the rise of so
political
own world views.
labeled as "Fake called “fake news”. polarization in the
News" by
United States
mainstream media
outlets.

The above sets show that as a whole, respondents trust mainstream media sources far
more than those considered fake news, and that liberal mainstream media is seen with higher
trust than conservative (this is not surprising given earlier demographic information. There is an
extremely high level of concern with the rise and existence of fake news, and the general belief
that fake news has a significant effect on political polarization in the United States. However, it
is interesting to note that respondents do not consider fake news as having a significant effect on
their own personal world views. Asked for commentary on their trust of fake news and
mainstream media sources, respondents have a variety of answers. One respondent, for example,
noted, “I’m more inclined to trust certain news organizations based on my beliefs. I’m also
inclined to trust the sources if all news corporations are reporting the same information. When
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there is a difference in information, I will become skeptical.” Another written opinion stated, “I
tend to trust local newspapers and NPR among a few others.”
Considering the number of respondents who noted some level of difficulty in identifying
fake news was around 44% (35.71% - depends on the article, 4.76% - somewhat difficult, 3.57%
- very difficult), the above perceived lack of effect on personal world views seems to be
indicative of a lack of awareness in how exposure to fake news can change personal beliefs.
This, coupled with the many forms in which fake news exists on social media, suggests that fake
news permeates media for more deeply than the average Facebook user can differentiate and that
the average user both dismisses and is affected by, various fake news types.
Structural Links between Narrative, News, and Facebook Platform?
A majority of respondents believe that media is overly commercialized, and that making
a profit is a higher priority than unbiased reporting, with 61.9% of respondents directly stating
they believe this to be fact. 22.62% believed that media may be overly commercialized, and a
paltry 5.95% indicated that they did not think media would put profit before integrity. 4.76%
stated that they simply did not know, and another 4.76% listed themselves as Other. The Other
held commentary overwhelming noting that in their opinion over commercialization depended
heavily on the exact media outlet/source.
Respondents note multiple reasons for the creation of fake news. 88.10% of survey takers
believe that fake news is created to influence public opinions and beliefs. Another 52.38%
believe that fake news is being created to satisfy market demand and to earn a profit, while
4.76% claim that they have no idea why fake news is created and distributed. 27.38% of
respondents noted Other reasons for the creation of fake news. These range from “to add some
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levity and humor to perplexing topics” to “Distort truth to build a narrative; play to a base of
support; affect polling data”.
Respondents believe the most common reason for the creation of fake news is sociopolitical in nature, with 76.19% of survey takers citing the influence of public opinion as the key
reason for fake news creation. Another 19.05% believe fake news creation to be driven by profit
and advertising revenues, while zero respondents believe humor or satire to be the primary
purpose of fake news. Four persons (4.76%) cited their views as Other, though comments
revealed all of these to fall into the above classification groups. One particularly potent comment
was written as follows: “…Simple Fake News is probably more about entertainment and
different types of "trolling." More complicated Fake News, while potentially profitable, is
probably most driven actors trying to influence political/social opinion. So, by sheer volume, I
suspect entertainment is the most common reason for its creation. However, the Fake News using
different websites, which have a more permanent presence than memes are likely used more to
influence…”
When exposed to fake news on Facebook, the most common user action is to ignore the
article (71.43% of respondents), followed by reading the article (29.76% of respondents), then
marking as spam or inappropriate content in violation of Facebook standards (27.38%). 23.81%
of respondents would show their disagreement in the commentary, while 3.57% would show
their agreement of article content in the commentary. 13.10% of respondents would share the
article with a notice that it is fake news, while 4.76% would share with a notice of support for
alternative news. 2.38% of survey respondents indicated that they would like the article, and
11.90% of respondents cited Other as a course of action. Other, in this case, contained alternate
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actions ranging from “usually fly into a rage and have to close my social media” to “I have never
attended to fake news in Facebook”.
When someone a respondent knows posts what is perceived as fake news on Facebook,
respondents most common action is to ignore the post and simply do nothing (57.14%). 46.43%
of survey takers would dispute the article's credibility, and 42.86% would provide a link to an
alternate website debunking the fake article. 17.86% of survey respondents would unfriend the
person who posted the article, 8.33% would block the person, and 3.57% would insult the
person. 19.05% of respondents listed Other, with alternate actions ranging from "unfollow"
(remaining friends, but no longer having that person's posts show up in your news feed) to
"maybe make a humorous comment".
Survey respondents believe that Facebook should be held responsible for the spread of
fake news spread on its platform, but that the reader or Facebook user ultimately has to most
power in stopping the rise of fake news. Out of 84 respondents, 42.86% believe that Facebook
should be held accountable for content published on its platform, while 23.81% believe this
should not be the case. 9.52% are undecided, and 5.95% list their answer as Other, with
commentary following the theme that individual users should be accountable for their beliefs and
lack of world knowledge. This runs in line with user statistics that state 53.57% of survey
respondents believe the reader has the most power in continuing the spread of or stopping the
spread of fake news. 22.62% believe the creators of fake news content should simply stop
production. 17.86% of respondents believe that Facebook as a network has the power to curb the
spread of fake news on its platform. 5.95% responded as Other, with responses ranging from “I
don't know” to “Schools, parents, etc! Fake news wouldn't be so prevalent (and appealing!) if
people more easily critiqued what they read…”
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Discussion
Data trends reveal direct answers to the research questions presented in the methodology
section of this work. As a result of a mixed methodology, there exists both qualitative and
quantitative data to justify interpretations of findings.
Does the existence of far-left and far-right narratives create a demand for Fake News?
Though it is difficult to ascertain the exact purpose for which a particular entity creates
fake news, survey respondents seem overwhelming in their assertions that fake news is created,
not as a tool of entertainment or satire, but as a way of influencing people’s beliefs and views of
the world, with 88% listing it as a possible reason for fake news creation, and 76% listing it as
the most common reason for the fake news creation. A lesser 53% of respondents cited fulfilling
market demand/earning profit as a possible reason for fake news creation. It is also important to
note that advertising revenue and influence are not incompatible concepts; and if they are the
motivating factors for fake news creation, it stands to reason that any marketer would have a
readership demographic in mind for its content.
Narrative creation and following textual comparisons with fake news articles reveal that
fake news article content is strongly in agreement with beliefs from strong conservative and
liberal narratives. While not direct proof of intent to market to those demographics, the heavyhanded use to racist, sexist, religious and politically inflammatory content does certainly attract
particular types of readerships. This does not mean to say certain political narratives are sexist or
racist, merely that sex, race, and religious identity are core and emotional components of any
human identity, and therefore these topics can be politically salient and attract readers. Out of the
four articles examined, three held strong contextual cues that vindicate or enflame conservative
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narrative-based beliefs, and the fourth held strong contextual cues that vindicate and enflame
liberal based beliefs.
In this case the data appears to show that fake news is created for its audiences, and that
content is sensational in nature, further bolstering readers opinions and reactions. Analyses of
article content shows an extremely strong connection to certain political narratives; and
comments show that the content not only resonates with readers, but also affects their core belief
structures. This creates a stronger market demographic to increase demand of content that
mirrors their beliefs, however fake this content may be.
How does Fake News affect socio-political narratives?
Fake news appears to have a polarizing effect on political and social narratives,
particularly those considered outside of mainstream belief structures. Impact analysis revealed
that for every article, a majority of respondents showed positive reactions to content, meaning
that to some extent a false worldview was being reinforced. A small, but still serious percentage
(for all four articles combined, an average of 28%) showed change in belief structure as a result
of article contents. Though the majority of people who do not agree with an article on Facebook
simply ignore it (57% of survey respondents), the cumulative measure of 4,577, 429 shares,
reactions, and comments is quite high. Especially considering that these figures are not able to
include those persons who read, or skimmed, the article but did not on actively participate in
discussion.
Survey results show that on a 1-5 spectrum, “the effect fake News has on political
polarization in the United States” received a cumulative average of 4, a very high number. One
respondent wrote “All fake news does is feed an existing market. Fake news is a reflector, not a
director”, while another noted “Fake news tends to be facile and provocative, so people
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consuming it without employing any critical thinking are becoming more emotionally charged
and entrenched in their sides, even though the information is false. It often intends to demonize
the other side.”
In this case it is important to note that while survey respondents tended to be highly
educated and liberal in political view, similar demographic information is not available for those
who commented under the fake news articles. Survey respondent answers may not be in line with
the beliefs of those who chose to comment on fake news articles. In any case, the data shows that
exposure to fake news articles does have an effect on certain persons’ political views, and that
liberal segments of society consider fake news to be have a high influence on political divides in
the United States.
What role does Facebook have in the production, demand, and dispersal of Fake News, and how
does it affect political polarization?
Kamau (2017) notes that Facebook exists as a perfect platform for the dispersal and
generation of fake news as user can create fake news, share fake news, comment on fake news,
and participate in dialogue about fake news instantaneously. Large readerships can be reached
with zero expenditure of funds and rallied for a specific purpose (p. 191). A result of this seems
to be a continuous flow of fake news content, with over 32% of survey respondents being
exposed to fake news on a daily basis via Facebook, and another 25% exposed multiple times a
week. Taking forms like articles, blogs, videos, memes, personal statuses, and comments, fake
news permeates Facebook to the point that 42.86% of 84 survey respondents noted the belief that
Facebook should be held responsible for content published on its platform.
17.86% of survey respondents believe Facebook to be the most powerful agent in
stopping the spread of fake news through disallowing of fake content. 53.57% believe the reader
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is at fault for creating demand, and if they educate themselves more, fake news demand and
production will drop.
How can Structuration Theory aid in understanding Facebook’s role in the production of fake
news and its effects on political polarization?
Structuration Theory posits that social patterns are followed and reinforced by individual
actors who exist within a larger structural framework. This structure defines the rules, systems,
and social patterns of society. Actors have the ability to come together and create structural
change if they wish, though their actions and methods of change are ultimately done within the
bounds of the larger structure. Thus, structuration theory outlines a social order, where “in and
through their activities agents reproduce the conditions that make these activities possible (Fuchs
2002, p.14).”
As seen in prior research questions, it has been established that there are demographics
targeted by fake news producers, and that fake news not only markets, but builds, a readership
demographic. With Facebook these producers have open access to markets, very little operating
costs, and almost no filter or gatekeeper to control the amount, type, or accuracy of information
published. Thus, Facebook exists as a direct pipeline between structure and actor, allowing for
single actors to quickly spread information, mobilize support, and change societal structure,
while at the same bypassing limitations such as wealth, media outlet control of content, etc.
This does not mean to say that Facebook use makes an actor immune to structural
limitations on behavior. This merely notes that, like society itself, Facebook exists as structural
entity comprised of billions of users. Facebook simultaneously exists as digital binding link
between actor and structure, and the sum total of the interactions, values, emotions, and
relationships users have with each other and the communities within which they live. In this
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case, Facebook exists in all aspects of Giddens Theory, and acts as a sort of internal webbing to
solidify and tighten the relationship between societal actors and structure. A meta-structure in
itself, Facebook not only exists within the larger societal framework that Giddens Theory posits,
but recreates this structure on a digital platform which allows a much more tightly bound and
less restrictive social order.
Fuchs (2002) argues that within Structuration Theory “society is a complex, selforganizing system. This suggests that the foundational problem of sociology of how structures
and actions as well as society and the human being are related should not be resolved in a
determinist manner… science of self-organization suggests a dialectic of structures and actions,
(social) system and human being (p.15).” In much the same way, Facebook finds itself shaped
by, and sometimes at odds with, the behaviors, interactions, and values of its users. In a another
fashion, Facebook exists as a company, with stocks, legal obligations, and a responsibility to
protect its users and stakeholders; it’s values and behavior as a company are influenced by
currently existing societal rules and norms.
Taking the above into consideration, I would suggest that Facebook, and its role in
societal relationships, be shown as follows:
Figure 7: Facebook as a Concept Explained by Giddens Theory
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In the above figure, Facebook is shown to be something of a nebulous web connecting
social systems and actors directly, and allowing alternative routes towards social change. Certain
structural limitations on behavior, such as flow of information and lack of resources/wealth are
now able to be partially or completely bypassed as Facebook merely requires an internet
connection and email address to plug in and have access to social resources. In that same vein,
agency and user mobilization for change become far easier to apply, making change processes
faster, more common, and more accessible for populations in need.
Conclusion & Recommendations for the Future
This paper aimed to explore the many facets of fake news distribution, readership
demand, and Facebook. Research suggests that Facebook is an effective, low cost dispersal
system for fake news creators in that it allows individual users to skip structural filters in
information sharing, thus creating a more nebulous and less rigid relationship between structures
and actors in society. Research has further shown that fake news article content is created to
target particular political narratives, and that fake news informs, furthers, and validates extreme
opinions, causing political polarization. Comment analysis shows distinct sliding, even when
some comments reveal that the writer did not read the fake news article in its entirety; simply the
headline was enough to reinforce an alternative world view.
While the findings are not a ‘smoking gun’ by any means, they provide an insight into the
relationship between fake news producers, fake news readers, and Facebook itself as a tightly
bound social delivery system permeating both society as a structure, and the individual actors
who make up society. Many respondents noted high frequency of fake news, a wide variety of
the forms fake news take, and note Facebook as being directly responsible for content spread on
its platform due to lack of accuracy checking and publisher verification. It is important to note
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that in both raw data and commentary, respondents commonly blame the fake news readerships
for believing the content of fake articles. Along with their blame of fake news audiences and
beliefs that fake news creates political polarization, a majority of respondents judged fake news’
impact on their own world views at an average rating of 2.25 out of 5. Among respondent
comments, there appears to be a not insignificant trend towards seeking better news sources and
utilizing their own agency in filtering information. For many, this seems to not only be
something they personally strive for on Facebook, but expect others to do as well.
Giddens Theory helps to show that Facebook does not merely exist as a social network
and data distribution platform; in many cases it also acts as a social meta-chasm that both exists
within, and overlays the relationships between individual and society. It allows alternate routes
toward societal change, and allows for easy mobilization of social capital. In the case of fake
news, there becomes an obvious abuse of the system, and a direct effect on both induvial beliefs
and societal structure.
Recommendations for the future follow the creation of educational frameworks aimed at
fake news literacy and cross-political understanding. Though Facebook, as a structure, should be
held accountable in some capacity for its dispersal of fake content and forced to better regulate
posts’ accuracy and legitimacy, it is ultimately up to the reader to judge validity and accuracy,
and to strive to broaden their ideological bubbles. Just as Facebook can be a place of ideological
bubbles and false facts, it can also be a dispersal network for educational systems and cross
political dialogues.
In my own personal experience, I found the process of creating conservative and liberal
narratives quite educating and liberating, as I was forced to examine my own views of the world
from another person’s negative lens. There were times where I was physically angered at having
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my beliefs treated as wildly uninformed, and other times where I was forced to admit to myself
the ludicrous nature of certain assumptions underlying my belief structures. Fake news content is
similarly transformative, outrageous and divisive; it moves readers’ viewpoints to extremes and
removes cross-group connections. The only real way to fight its effects are to encourage people
to attempt to bridge gaps and find common groups. One respondent fittingly sums up the
problem of fake news as “Fake news wouldn't be so prevalent (and appealing!). If people more
easily critiqued what they read. Also, I really think that one of the main reasons that fake news is
so compelling is that it induces intense feelings (outrage, horror, contempt) which, when shared
with others, creates a feeling of connection.”
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Appendix 1: Fake News Comments with Codifications

#

President Trump Orders Execution of Five Turkeys Pardoned by Obama
Comment
Rating

1
2

He probably would chop off… or have someone else… a
Turey's head on the front lawn of the WH.
Of course he did that is because he is a coward

Negative
Positive

3
4
5
6

He is just a sick vile man! I could say something but I wont
cause I'm better than he is!
Anything to reverse an Obama tradition
#45 is a sick clown
Shame Trump wasn't one of the turkeys

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
Other
Negative
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7
8

He is a sick hateful man!!!!
Asshole!

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive

9
10

Trump is the craziest idiot on this planet!! Really?! He is
doing this because he hates trump??!! How stupid is he? And
he is number 45!! What a Shame!!
Make it six turkeys, you're corpulent and fleshy.

Positive Transitive
Positive

11
12
13
14
15

This petty man, proves the world righ. That there's a loose
screwed moron "reigning in the White House!
What a pompous, ignorant, dotard.
Not funny!
Sadly probably the truth
Stupid idiot

Positive Transitive
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Positive

16

Sure he does that is just one more thing? Trup is doing to
show his hate for Obama. Haha this has to be a fake post.
Surely Trump would not do that, and if he does it will only
prove he is insane.

Neutral

20
21

I hope everybody realizes that this is SATIRE, right!...not that
trump isn't up to doing it… he just hasn't yet!
"Dick of the Day"
Filthy Creep
OMG this has to be fake, event Trump could not be that
stupid!!
:(

22
23
24
25

Instead of giving them to charity, he gives them to family
members
Take back his pardon of racist
trump is a hateful, vindictive idiotic moron
SORRY THIS IS NOT HUMOROUS

Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative

26

He wants them executed because Obam pardoned them.
Trump wants to do undo everything Obama did.

Positive Transitive

27

Of course, he doesn't like animals. He has to undue whatever
obam did he is obsessed.

Positive Transitive

28
29

How about a trump execution! If you want to execute turkeys,
we have the same right!
He is one sick sonofabitch!!!

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive

30

Trump is very sick how can you hate a person sp just because
the color of their skin shame on you trump

Positive Transitive

31
32

What a viscous, vindictive moron! So jealous of someone he
can never be.
What a dickwad Trump is!

Positive Transitive
Positive

17
18
19

Negative
Neutral
Positive
Negative
Neutral
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33
34

This is proof that Mr. Trump is trying to get rid of anything
President Obama has done, proving how jealous he is of the
"true best President ever. Sorry Donald you can never be
anywhere near the man you are so jealous of.
What is wrong with the maniac?

Positive Transitive
Positive

35

If they do, throw their heads inside his BEDROOM or on the
FRONT LAWN! He is a sick person just to get back at
PRESIDENT OBAMA!!

Positive Transitive

36

He hate Obama cause he is smart. He should have stay in
school to bad for him.

Positive

37
38
39
40
41
42

If this is true, it speaks volumes about 45…not about one, it's
about all.
Hmmmmmmm. No pardons this year.
You got to be kidding!!!
MAN IS SICK!
Cute
I hope Trump chokes on his turkey.

Neutral
Positive
Positive Transitive
Positive
Negative
Positive

43
44

Trump you’re a very I'll person and you actually need
medication ! Seek help
Commie prikfuk!

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive

52

FIGURES THE OLD BIRD WOULD DO THAT HE'S SO
JEALOUS
What a sick individual
He would piece of crap
We need to get rid of the "turkey" in the White House!
When will 45 be executed?
This is a joke right?
Unreal
Humor is good considering what we as Americans are dealing
with every day that POS is still in the Whitehouse. I am afraid
if trump sees this he will actually have those other turkeys
killed

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

real funny… lets all laugh when your on your death bed..
Discusting pile of garbage. I love and miss you Mr. Obama.
Miss you President Obama!!!
Love it!!
Very Funny!
This is a joke, right?
Wouldn't surprise me
How low he has sunk!

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative

Negative Transitive
Negative
Other
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
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60

Low class. Ignorant. Jacka..! Impeach now!

Positive Transitive

61
62

Trump is so very jealous of what a great president Obama
was, that he does not realize how stupid and comical he
appears. His totally ready to be institutionalized!
Please let this be "FAKE" news!!

Positive Transitive
Neutral

Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for President, Releases Statement
#
Comment
Rating
1 …now I think pope is smart!
Positive
2 God knows!
Positive
3 Check Snopes.com… says this is false
Negative
4 I AM SORRY THAT THIS IS A HOAX!
Negative
5 A lot of catholics will listen and vote Trump…Nice
Positive Transitive
6 (photo of trump and hillary clinton)
Neutral

7

I LIKE THE IDEA OF TAKING A PIC OF YOUR
BALLOT, THIS WAY WE CAN KEEP TRACK OF THE
VOTES GOING FOR TRUMP…WE HAVE TO DO
SOMETHING TO KEEP THIS ELECTION FROM FRAUD.
IT I SO EASY NOW OF DAYS TO CHANGE SOMEONES
VOTE…TAKE A PIC..

Neutral

8
9
10
11
12
13

you guys are very funny, this pope is not even a Christian and
stop turning this election into a Messianic endeavor.. None of
you know what GOD is thinking ok? Just support Trump for
the man and he will win because of your efforts, get your kids
of voting age to register and go together to vote and take a
picture of your ballot if you can... GOD bless you all
Praying…God Bless America!!
(Photo - GO TRUMP)
I looked this up. It is not true.
Get out and vot Trump to make America great again
(tagged friend)

Positive Transitive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positivie
Neutral

14
15

GOD HAS SPOKEN VIA THE VATICAN. THANK YOU
POPE FRANCIS. GOD BLESS AMERICA TRUMP and the
AMERICAN PEOPLE…
Love it love it love it

Positive Transitive
Neutral

16

I don't like the sound of this one - not one bit - it's got to be a
hoax. Most people are well aware of Mr. Pope's leanings
toward the new world order!

Negative
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19
20

thank you Pope Francis for have this courage to speak the
truth and move towards a resolution for America. Your words
do mean a lot to Christians in America
So many people are just plain ignorant! They jump on
somone's bandwagon and off they go, with violent protests,
etc. they have NEVER listened to Trump for themselves and
have just become Clintons puppets. They have never looked
into how evil lying…
didn't see that one coming, but glad he did
Catholics distrust muslim as much as the American people

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Everyone need to get out ther and vote for Donald Trump and
Mike Pence!
He took so long to endorse..
That would scare me, I would stay away from that idiot
Please Bless Mr. Trump!!
Funny this page doesn't get in to American policeys…
(Black image)
Truly inspired against coruption and deciet?
Go Pope GOD BLESS YOU KEEP YOU SAFE
He woke up on the right side of the bed?

17

33
34

Bless all the people with a beautiful Heart and stay close to
Donald J. Trump Trump to save him from Evil…. America
need Donald J Trump for president 2016
It's almost like Hillary endorsing Trump. LOL
I'll wait to see this on msm.
I've been waiting for GOD to come through for We
The People and now I see the light!!! Thank you Pope Francis
you
have restored by faith in you and God has found another voice
to
speak out for The True Christianity that we need to spread
accross
the Universe!!! God Bless Pope Francis, God Bless Trump
God
Bless We The People and God Bless AMERICA!!!
Mille grazie!

35

You liberals are funny. As long as he was going along
with all your crazy ideas, he was a good Pope. Now that he is
actually standing up for Christianity, he is terrible. I have not
really
cared for this pope,,because of him being to political.

30
31
32

52

Positive Transitive

Negative Transitive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Positive
Positive

Positive Transitive
Neutral
Negative

Positive Transitive
Positive

Positive Transitive
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Who cares what he thinks. So out of touch with the
real world.

53

Positive

40

supposedly not true, back in July, but sure would be
nice if it was true! We need the Pope as well as the rest of the
God
Loving People of this Country pulling for President Donald
Trump
i like Trump but could care less about THIS pope
NOT A GOD PICKED LEADER MAN PICKED.
Don’t rely on him to send a spiriual messages for
anybody when he does nothing to protect little innocent boys..
Humans are a life and should be protected. Votes are a
material
thing. Don't mix your getting on your knees and he pop with
the
election.

41

I'm not buying this. He's working his way into Trump's
soul and to make him think things different. This pope is not
for real.

Negative

42

No! Don't believe it. He sounded more ati-Trump not
long ago.

Negative

43
44

Take the endorsement. Get more of them. We're in
a race.
HOPE

Positive
Neutral

45
46

Didn't see that one coming! Bet we hear NOTHING
about that on tv. Unless we watch OANN.!
What a surprise?

Positive Transitive
Neutral

47
48
49
50
51

GOOOOOOOOOO DONALD
GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Let us continue to Pray
Long over due
About time!
For once he does something right!!!!

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

52
53
54
55

I thought the Pope's statement was very reasonable,
speaking his mind, saying that the US elections were
important to all the world, and that the rule of law was
something that all should
support. He didn't try to convert anyone or beat them
Another smokin mirrors
pope just delivered the nails
Why is the pope interfering with our political process?

Positive Transitive
Neutral
Positive
Positive Transitive

37
38
39

Negative
Neutral
Positive

Positive Transitive
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If the American people Loves our country
and wants it to thrive ,they will vote for Donald Trump ..He
will bring our jobs back and the wages will be good ..The
children will get a good education ..and the faith & Bible
teachings will not be taken out of…

54

Neutral

58
59

Good, although...what does it matter what he
says....Not !
A copy of the Pope's endorsement Must be
sent to Congress advising "a Holy Man, thousands of miles
away,
knows what REAL Americans have been yelling at Congress
for the past almost 8 years... WE no longer have a
Government "Of the
People", we have let...
God must have opener his eyes

60
61

The Democrats have given America only one thing
after all their promises. They have given the Country and
mostly the
black community, Abortion on Demand! Last year for the first
time
ever Abortion death surpassed actual births in the black
community....
Neutral
god bless pop francis amen
Positive

62

Good that he has, but just shows his lack of understand
of all thing Muslim and those appeasing them.

57

Positive

Positive Transitive
Positive

Positive

64
65

Pope Francis......nah!!!!!
I don't believe it......really....I need confirmation on this one…
http://www.snopes.com/pope-francis-donaldtrumpendorsement/
AMEN.

66

This is scary folks. This is the leader of the globalist
agenda.

Positive Transitive

67

Not sure about the pope. He needs to stay out of
American politics

Positive

68
69
70

Praise to our Father! Thank
You for his total support!
TRUMP/PENCE 2016/2020
Yes, absolutely (prayers)

Positive
Other
Positive

71
72

I just pray that Trump is the man he says he is and
there is no hidden agenda for fame.
Yes! Amen!!!!!

Positive
Positive

63

Negative
Negative
Positive
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73

Go figure

Positive

74

The Pope needs to build another wall & not
worry about US.

Positive

75

Hopefully, this will encourage Catholics.....to vote,
TRUMP.

Positive

76

TRUMP SHOULD NOT TRUST HIM HE IS
MUSLIMS DOG

Other

Police Find 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers With "Black Lives Matter" Carved Into
Skin
#
Comment
Rating
1

This is all bull shit if it were true Fox Nonews would
be all over it 7/24

Negative

2

Shopes shows this as fake. Check up on stuff
people.

Negative

3

Can 19 bodies fit in a freezer? This can't
be true. Gotta be a hoax.

Negative

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

The racist hatred in some of you is amazing. This story
is not true and you really need to check your moral values.
Shows how evil black lives matter really is
Sick
I will not jump to any conclusions until I find out
whether this fact or fiction...I am sick and tired of stupid
people
jumping to conclusions before the real story is out and you
have
cold hard facts....
Why don't they just call themselves the black
panthers same thing
I don't know if this is true or false but what is real
is the hate from these post, but what I don't get is how much
of
coward people are day what you mean, do I think 19 white
women
was kill at one time hell NO, but some would say anything to
start
hate talk between black & white people do bad things on both
sides but it is time to come together and stop the madness
Racist false story

Negative Transitive
Positive Transitive
Positive

Neutral
Positive

Neutral
Negative
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11
12
13
14

15

16
17

This Post is designed to Start Race War! Could it
Happen? If our Justice Department wasn't so biased in their
opinions they would find the criminals that did this with the
FBI,
and prosecute them. No Chance of that with this
Administration.
It's not a true story
I'm calling bullshit on this story!!!
Bullshit
Did you know that black lives matter is
backed by George Sorrows and Hillary Clinton . This is true
fact
If people could just wake up and realize
what's really going on. You may not believe this but the
government
is doing this . It's to get they're one world order in full swing
by
Fake

56

Negative Transitive
Negative
Negative
Negative

Positive Transitive

Positive Transitive
Negative

19

Hoax Alert! Police DID NOT
Find 19 White Female Bodies In Freezers With 'Black Lives
Matter'
Carved Into Skin
Total BULLSHIT story! Stop believing
everything you read! Take the time to see if the story is
credible
before you morons post your hateful rhetoric! FUCKTARDS

20
21

This story would have been on the news if
in fact it were true.
I call bs

Negative
Neg

22
23
24

More of the insanity of the Black Lives Matter
movement. When will they understand that black lives don't
matter
any more than any other lives. They are a racially motivated
terrorist organization whose only agenda is to create violence
whereever they …
I call bullcrap
BLM cryptkeeper ?.. good Lord !

Positive Transitive
Negative
Positive

18

Negative

Negative Transitive
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26

This has to be a hoax, otherwise it would be plastered all
over the news right now. It hasnt even made its way to yahoo
news
yet, so don't believe it. And, all the misspellings in the article
further
convince me that it is an amateurish prank; not the work of a
professional journalist. Don't be gullible!
BLM is organized crime, backed by Obama and
funded through the Democrat Party. Hillary won't be the only
one
going to jail when Trump becomes President.

27
28

where is Obayme and the national networks
now?
(another user tagged)

Positive
Neutral

29
30

Stop posting fake shit making people hate one and
another. Smh.
http://www.snopes.com/bodies-blm-carved-skin/
So why is the animal still alive

Negative
Positive

31

If this is real,these people should be eliminated no
questions.

Neutral

32
33
34
35
36

blm are getting away with murder and we can't even
touch them because we will be called racist
wtf
I call bullshit on that. Where was Hillary and Trump
Wow sick pups
If this is true, it seems like a set-up to me.

Positive Transitive
Neutral
Negative
Positive
Negative

25

Negative Transitive

Positive Transitive

38

First off, I do not belive that 19 bodies could fit
into that freezor. But nothing surprises me any more.
If you read the comments you can clearly see racism
..if its a fake story the kkk put this up ..think about it black
people
don't do shit like this thus is the work of the devil blond hair
blue
eyes thus is not your country if your not native American
.stop
telling black people to go back to Africa when you need to go
back
to your caves

39

No doubt BLM is a terrorist group. But I don't believe
this is true.

Negative

40

Label blm as a terrorist group so we can shoot em...
That will get rid of em

Positive Transitive

37

Negative

Other
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41
42

I hope they find the sobs and they get the
death penalty!
is this TRUE???

Positive Transitive
Neutral

43

It's amazing how now that " Black lives matter"
white lives don't. I don't support any group that is racially
motivated
we're all one nation under God and that's the way I wished
veryone
seen it it's not the for of a,persons skin that makes them a bad
…

Positive Transitive

44

Prayers for the victims families. My hope he'll get the
death penalty and for it to happen very soon

Positive

45

This crap needs to stop!!! You say you want
respect but you don't give any actions speak louder than
words!!!

Positive Transitive

46

They are street trash terrorists. It's time to start
arresting these thugs.

Positive Transitive

48
49
50

Why didn't(t this come out on news? These
young women's lives matter
If this was the work of BLM, then they should
face justice, but if this is a nut who don't belong to BLM then
he
should face justice also for spreading hate do they have proof
that
BLM did this or someone else, I could have said The KKK
did this
And just why isn't this in the news ??? Hhhmm
HOAX....FAKE....DID NOT HAPPEN!!!!

51
52
53

Well atleast we know blacks like white meat
instead of dark...lol...Finger lickin good
Where's NBC
Fuckin pussy takin it out on women

47

54

55

Positive Transitive

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
Negative Transitive
Positive Transitive
Positive
Positive

It would have to have been a VERY LARGE
freezer to hold 19 people inside.....really! I hope it's all a made
up
lie, although it's horrid!
Neutral
I'm done with this post.'God Bless
America'...really! Race bait crap!! 19 white females in a
freezer...musta been little people females. Should be ashamed
to
have God, Bless, or America as the name of this garbage!!
Negative Transitive
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Yeah and they complain that they're oppressed.
FUCK BLM

59

Positive Transitive

59
60

If this is true and it was BLM.DOJ WILL
PROBABLY GIVE THEM SOME KIND OF AWARDS
They are going to wake the beast!
Well guess what white lives matter too we
shouldn't be doing the black lives matter thing yea they matter
they matter just as much as any race so we shouldn't kill or
hurt
anyone
So sad that this is happening anywhere

61
62

It's time for a public hanging for Obama and these
lowlifes stinking up America.
Kill these black bastards!!

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive

63

this is what DC wants because they think only
black lives matter

Positive

64

It's a hoax, the original story came from now8news
and they are not a real news outlet

Negative

65
66
67

This is worse than ANYTHING Trump could ever
say!!!!!
Hoax
People actually believe this lmao

Neutral
Negative
Negative

68

Is this story fact or fiction? Who wrote this story
? I can't imagine mainstream would not be covering this

Neutral

69
70
71
72
73

I love that people are just ripping into the BLM
movement when this IS A HOAX, maybe if people would
actually
look up instances like this, to truly find out if hoax/not.......
This story has been confirmed to be a fake.
*general outrage*
Sick, vile and evil!
(tagged user)

Negative Transitive
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Neutral

74
75

This is pure hate crime whether individual or group
and must be treated as such. . Maybe those supporting BLM
better
change their minds. HATE LEADS TO HATE.
http://www.snopes.com/bodies-blm-carved-skin/

Positive Transitive
Negative

76
77
78

Excuse me, the power was off but a light was on in
the kitchen?
It's all fake everyone
Sick bastards

Neutral
Negative
Positive

57
58

Neutral
Positive Transitive

Positive Transitive
Positive
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79
80

Or a slick serial killer.
A fucking shit from blm

Positive
Positive

81
82

YOU NEED TO GO AFTER HILLARY AND
OBAMA THEY ARE THE ASS HOLES GIVING THEM
THE
MONEY TO DO THIS.
http://hoax-alert.leadstories.com/593604-police-didnot…

Positive Transitive
Negative

83

False! Social media, stop believing they telling
you, they have a agenda!! Wow!!

Negative Transitive

84
85

Pop, didn't make him do this, he is a sick
bastard that has been killing for years.
Where are all the protestersNow!!!!!'

Positive
Positive Transitive

86

THIS IS FALSE INFORMATION MADE UP TO
PERPETUATE HATE-----PLEASE BE RESPONSIBLE
AND
CHECK YOU FACTS ON SNOPES BEFORE RELEASING
IT TO
THE PUBLIC TO STIR UP MORE HATE-----BE
RESPONSIBLE,
DO WE REALLY NEED MORE HATE?

Negative Transitive

88
89
90
91

OMG people are crazy on PvP. Who knows
how long this is going on?
This is the kind of asshole that we know he did
these heinous crime. Why waste time and money on this
human
garbage. Publicly hang him . 7 billion people on the planet.
We
don't need killers with us.
home grown terroist --barry's boys
He will probably be invited to the white house
(user tagged)

92
93

Who raised these people? I wonder if their parents
are proud or disgusted?
I hope this is fake

Positive
Neutral

94

Not sure about truth of this post would be all over
news if true.

Negative

95
96

Please research these things before posting
them!
This is a hoax!

Negative
Negative

97

Can you just imagine if it was black women
found with white lives matter carved into them?

Positive Transitive

87

Positive

Positive Transitive
Positive
Positive Transitive
Neutral
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98
99

Black or white or what why not just A.eri
THIS BETTER BE BULLSHIT!!!

This guy should be executed in front of all
100 BLM thugs and let them know this won't be tolerated.

61
Neutral
Neutral
Positive Transitive

Obama Signs Executive Order Banning The Pledge of Allegiance In Schools Nationwide
#
Comment
Rating
1 This is not legit. look at the URL
Negative
2

If Hillary wins, this is a good thing! A
pledge is a pledge to her and that will never happen!

Positive Transitive

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Look at this picture I didn't know so many people
could look stupid at the same time
We will pray for God to take us out of this world !!!!
Totally bogus
Unamerican
It is a fake news site.
DICK
Hes such an a...hole

Other
Positive Transitive
Negative
Positive Transitive
Negative
Positive
Positive

15

If this is true 0bama is striving to damage the
U.S.A. he is releasing drug offenders back to the streets and
terrorists back to the battle field. I will be glad when Obama is
just a bad memory.
Obama is a trator
Takes god out of everything dosent that tell you a lot
THIS IS "NOT" TRUE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
An executive order is NOT law.
I was in a school the other day. While the pledge of
allegiance started. There was some Mexican women in the
room.
They didn't not only not put their hand over heart. But they
turned
their back toward the Flag. This really upset me. They use our
taxes
to send their kids to our schools. I'm right . To our schools.
But can't
face our flag. This is Hillary and Obama that are destroying
Our
Nation.

16

How awful now what are they going
To pledge to

10
11
12
13
14

Positive Transitive
Positive
Positive Transitive
Negative
Negative Transitive

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
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17
18
19

My Grandsons don't say the PLEDGE OF
ALLEGIANCE in their school. and are not tought American
HIstory
or WA State history. I preach it to them every time we are
togther.
Not true story!
Don't they hang people for treason?

Positive Transitive
Negative
Positive Transitive

20

He can ban all he wants to, but enforcing if is going to
be a big problem.

Positive Transitive

21
22

Remember, everything Obama does with his
pen can be undone by the pen of the next president.
Contact your schools and see if this isn't a lie!

Positive
Neutral

36

He has done what he could to tear this Country apart
and to promote racism, to ignore the Constitution, to allow
terrorist
to enter our land, and to do away with Christianity. He is a
real true
Apostate and will not stop.
Fake
What is wrong and sick with these demos.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/.../obama-pledge-of...
http://jacksonville.com/.../fact-check-no-obama-hasRemember all there faces!
Commie Moron
NOT TRUE, CHECK FOR FACTS.
Lies, lies, lies. Stop posting this nonsense
SHITTTT
Treason!!
TRAITOR
What a shame
Obama you are sick in the head, what are you
trying to do make yourself feel big because you know that you
will
be gone in two months Why do you hate the Flag of the
United
States of America?.

37
38

It's amazing how so many people are so gullible.
This is a fake story that was discounted a long time ago http://www.snopes.com/pledge-of-allegiance-ban/
Not true!!!

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Positive Transitive
Negative
Positive Transitive
Negative
Negative
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
Positive

Positive Transitive

Negative Transitive
Negative
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40

What are they smiling about. Oh The wonderful
Obama Care. Not!
He is a disgrace and his daughters should be
totally embarrassed and ashamed of their father. I feel sorry
for
them!

41
42
43

DEMS laugh it up after destroying another icon of
American culture, the Pledge of Allegiance!
I can't believe they are all smileing about this
Screw him hes a low life

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
Positive

44
45
46
47
48

AND SOME PEOPLE WANT MORE OF THIS. GOD
HELP US !!!!!!!!!!
Treason, & should be prosecuted for it
This is garbage!
everyone of the ones smiling need to go
Deport him BACK TO HELL

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
Negative Transitive
Positive
Positive Transitive

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

How can this be good in any way? Reverse it Mr.
Trump.
They all need to be FIRED
This is a shame.
http://www.snopes.com/search/...
Hes a dumb asd
Fake news.
NOT true.

Positive Transitive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative

56
57

If this is true, he should be impeached
immediately and arrested. He has no constitutional right to do
this.
This man is despicable.
This is an absolute lie. Google it.

Positive Transitive
Negative

39

60
61
62
63

It would be a shame, but it is a hoax.
Check your posts!!!
He is evil and he hates the USA!
It is sad to me..I immediately knew this
was ludicrous, and not true. Figured there would be many
who
would jump on this train!
i pray its not true
A fake ABC site. Looks real.
What a Bunch of LOSERS...Go Back To Useless....

64

Impossible to believe ! Hillary will do
the same thing

58
59

Positive Transitive

Positive Transitive

Negative Transitive
Positive Transitive

Negative Transitive
Negative
Negative
Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
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SOUNDS LIKE TREASON TO ME.

64
Positive Transitive

67
68
69
70

if this is true and they are all smiling , what kind
of Americans are they?
This is not true; look at factcheck.org. It
originated from a satirical article posted last month by a fake
news
website under the headline “Obama Signs Executive Order
Banning
The Pledge Of Allegiance In Schools Nationwide.” The site is
designed to look like ABC News, but uses the URL
“abcnews.com.co,” the first tip-off that this isn’t a legitimate
news
site.
Totally Wrong.
Is this a joke, just like our current president?
Not American for sure!

71

I still say we should hang him until he is "dead dead
dead" -- a true traitor's death!

Positive Transitive

72
73
74
75
76

IF I STILL HAD KIDS IN SCHOOL THEY WOULD
STILL SAY THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE BECAUSE
THEY ARE
AMERICANS !!!!!
He doesnt have the power to do that!!!!
Is this true? Ugh!
Traitor!!!!
Again not true.

Positive Transitive
Positive Transitive
Positive
Positive
Neg

77
78

Yes it is and everyone of them needs removed from
office.Trump 2016
Arrest him for Treason.... This is CRAZY!!!

Positive
Positive Transitive

79

I want the people of the United States to look at all
our official smiling while Obama is trying to stop the Pledge
of
Allegiance in our school's. We can't let this happen I wand my
kids
and Grandkids to be taught about God and Country to respect
what
our family and friends have fault and died to keep. We will
Pledge
Allegiance to our flags. Amen
Positive Transitive

80
81

It's so hard to read anything because of all the Ad's
blocking the subject.
After how many years? Unreal

66

Positive Transitive

Negative Transitive
Negative
Positive
Positive

Other
Positive
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85

Well, another meaningless accomplishment for his
admin. So far he has the failed Obamacare and this in his cap.
Oh
yeah and he is making it harder and harder for Middle Class
Americans by pandering to illegals and special interest
groups. Way
to go!
Sad, that someone would even think of such a thing
I think we are seeing the one of the final shoes
dropping in the Obama administration's plans to defeat liberty
in
America! This is a very sad day! A day for every red blooded
American to determine that this battle can only be at the polls
as we
elect Donald J. Trump, president! The only candidate in years
with a
will strong enough to "Make America Great Again!"
He's showing his true self and Hillary right behind
along with alot of stupid greedy, lazy Americans !You can put
the
truth in their face and they don't know the difference!

86

The sooner we get him out of the White House the
better for our country! Let's don't bring in his pal Hil as I
believe she
would make things worse for America. They want us to forget
everything our country stands for and all the men and women
who
made it possible for us to have this great nation!

Positive Transitive

87
88
89

SNOPES says this one is FALSE, folks. Do
yourselves a favor and double check before you spread such
bunk!
Obama Muslim and Traitor
This is made up folks.

Negative Transitive
Positive
Negative

90

Trump hater fans believe anything that is set up by his
campaign. FACT CHECK: GET OVER IT. THIS I S NOT
TRUE.

Negative Transitive

91
92

See how people believe things just because a
headline is posted on the internet , without even checking out
if it's
real or not. Come on people do something more than read the
internet.
It better not be true! Come Lord Jesus!

Negative Transitive
Positive

82
83

84

Positive Transitive
Positive

Positive Transitive

Positive Transitive
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Very SAD

i hate that he did it but we do have separtion of
church and state,the line one nation under
god9*(SOMETHING I
AGRE WITH)WAS WAS ADDED IN TH E FIFTES GAVE
HIM THE
94 LOOPGOLE TO DO IT .SAD.
95 Wake up AMERICANS!!!!
96 It was real! and vetod by congress
97 Sure sounds like treason to me!!
98 Not possible. It is a hoax.
He's the product of ignorant America, which
ignorant America will elect Hillary this time and secure our
non
existence like all other super powers. Wake up morons, we
will bow
99 with Hillary, or rise up with Trump leadership. Period
100 No way! This can't be true

66
Positive

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative

Positive Transitive
Negative
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Appendix 2: Introduction/Consent Letter
1 Kipling Road, PO Box 676, Brattleboro, Vermont 05302-0676 USA
+1-937-581-7472 | adam.housh@mail.sit.edu | www.linkedin.com/in/housh8

February 9, 2018
Re: Introduction/Consent Letter
Prospective Participants:
The purpose of my exploration is to study the Fake News and its demand, dispersal, and effects
via social media platforms, in this case Facebook. Through the use of general research, case
studies of articles shared on Facebook, an analysis of Facebook user behavior on such articles
(do people comment, share, like, etc.), and finally, surveying Facebook Users for their opinions,
my study will illustrate a holistic picture of the relationships existing between Fake News,
Facebook, and Facebook users.
Participants will be asked to aid in data collection by filling out an anonymous surveys via the
website SurveyMonkey.com. All data will be kept confidential at all times, despite the fact that
personally identifiable information will not be collected, therefore there is no risk of individual
responses/personal information being shared.
There are no risks to participants in this study. This study is non-controversial in nature and is
for academic use only. All information will be kept strictly confidential, and only general
demographic information is collected. Possible benefits include a better understanding of the
relationships between Fake News, Social Media Networks, and Users/Readers.
By filling out this survey, you consent to having your answers recorded and analyzed for general
research purposes. Personal information will not be collected. Participation is completely
voluntary; Participants may choose to withdraw at any point during the research process
(Simply close your browser and delete your cookies/browser history). There are no negative
ramifications of any kind for withdrawal.
I thank you for your time and contributions to the betterment of my academic research. If you
would like to view the results of my research, feel free to search by my last name in SIT
Graduate Institute’s Capstone Collection at http://digitalcollections.sit.edu/capstones/.
Warmest regards,

Adam Housh
Researcher
SIT Graduate Institute
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Appendix 3: Facebook Questionnaire with Answers
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